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Introduction
As an advocate for treatment utilizing an evidence based, non-shaming model of sexual
health, I invite mindfulness, caution and self-examination in clinicians who are asked to treat
people who report struggles to control their sexual behaviors. For many years, treatment of these
types of issues has largely been the purview of the sex addiction industry. Unfortunately, the
treatment theories and approaches employed in the sex addiction model are rooted in a view of
sex, which is contrary to the sexual health principles endorsed by sex therapists.
In response to the inherent conflict between the principles of a sexual health model and
the approaches of the modern sex addiction treatment industry, the American Association of
Sexuality Educators, Counselors and Therapists (AASECT) took the historic step in 2016 to
issue a position statement rejecting the construct of sex addiction in sexual therapy (AASECT,
2016). In it, they identified an over-arching desire to avoid pathologizing consensual sexuality,
described a lack of support for sex addiction as a mental health disorder, and found that training
in sex addiction was not adequately informed by accurate knowledge of human sexuality.
Clinicians hold tremendous responsibility as we render diagnoses and recommend
treatment. Ethical and therapeutic diagnosis and treatment requires that we be aware of the risks
and limitations of our knowledge. When it comes to sexual issues, unfortunately, the field of
medicine and mental health have a long, tragic history of allowing moral and social biases to
intrude upon clinical judgment and treatment. Women were diagnosed as nymphomaniacs and
subjected to invasive, non-consensual and life-altering treatments, in many cases merely for
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admitting that they liked and wanted sex (Groneman, 2000). In the first edition of the American
Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, masturbation itself was diagnosable
as a mental illness, under the code 317.1 (APA, 1952, p. 97). Healthcare is susceptible to
influence by social and moral sexual concerns, and that influence can and has resulted in
malpractice and harm to innocents. We are ethically compelled to exercise extreme caution as we
diagnose and treat issues that present as sexual behavior problems, understanding their history
and context, and modifying our approaches based upon new data. To ethically support patients, it
is critical that our treatment of sexual behavior problems be grounded in a foundation of sexual
health, rooted in an affirmative model, and address individuals in a holistic, comprehensive
manner.
Historical Context of Sex Addiction
The concept of sex addiction was introduced into the modern lexicon in the late 1970s
and 1980s. Early proponents of the concept framed homosexuality itself as an addiction, and the
sex addiction movement has a long history of describing non-monogamous and nonheteronormative sexual behaviors as pathological (Reay, Attwood & Gooder, 2015). The AIDS
crisis of the early 1980s contributed to significant changes in the perception of male
homosexuality, bisexuality, and sexual promiscuity. Countless gay and bisexual men reacted to
the AIDS crisis by perceiving their struggles to exert control over their sexual desires as a
disease. These men identified as sex addicts, and some even became sex addiction therapists, as
ways to try to increase control over their socially-condemned sexual desires, and to share this
method with others (Kort, 2015). In a current, very large, nonclinical sample, LGBTQ
individuals were the largest group identified as “at risk” for diagnosis, using criteria based on the
Hypersexual Disorder construct (Bothe, Bartok, et al., 2016). Hypersexual Disorder was a
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proposed diagnosis in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM)-5, but was ultimately
rejected by the APA, due to concerns about risk of over diagnosis (Reid & Kafka, 2014).
Throughout the sex addiction clinical literature, gay and bisexual sexualities are commonly
identified as problematic. Expectations of monogamy, and condemnations of casual sex underlie
clinical judgments of sexual practices, which are, in many cases, part of LGBTQ culture and
communities, with no clear evidence that these practices are indeed harmful.
What is commonly called sex addiction is a label without explanatory power applied to a
heterogeneous group of people and problems (Cantor, et al, 2013). There are countless terms
applied to this behavior, including sex addiction, sexual impulsivity/compulsivity, hypersexual
disorder, nymphomania, satyriasis (excessive or abnormal sexual desire in a man), erotomania
(delusion of another person being infatuated with them). The field uses varying theories of
etiology and diagnosis, each generating its own school of thought and approach. These terms and
theories shift over time, largely in response to social shifts towards sexuality. These idiosyncratic
approaches have inhibited evaluation of the underlying principles in these issues, and promote
treatments for which there is no evidence of effectiveness in the area of sexual problems (e.g.
Grubbs et al., 2015b; Reid, 2013).
This is a critical point for clinicians to understand. There is a dearth of evidence that
treatment for sex addiction has a positive effect, diminishes problematic symptoms, improves
quality of life or resolves relationship conflicts over sexuality. Traditional sex addiction
treatment is almost entirely based upon concepts of 12-step group treatment, a model based
largely upon religious concepts, not clinical ones. Recent work suggests that 12-step treatments
may have a positive effect in fewer than 10% of people referred, and may potentially have a
harmful effect in many people sent to such programs (Dodes & Dodes, 2014; Fletcher, 2013).
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Sex addiction treatment programs and therapists often incorporate a variety of treatment and
assessment methodologies, without an overarching theoretical framework. None of these
treatments are clinically supported for such problems.
Clinicians frequently ask, “Well, what SHOULD we call it then?” I suggest that this
search for a single label may be misleading. The terms used in this debate do matter, as the terms
guide and define theories and interventions. Currently, terms such as “compulsive sexual
behavior” (CSB) or “out of control sexual behavior” (OCSB) are growing in popularity,
representing a rejection of the dominance of the sex addiction model. The term compulsive
implies theory and etiology from anxiety disorders, where compulsions are behaviors engaged in
to seek relief from intrusive thoughts and related anxiety. Unfortunately, without adequate
distinction of compulsive sexual behaviour from compulsions in anxiety disorders, inappropriate
and unsupported comparisons may be implied.
Out of control sexual behavior is the term suggested by Braun-Harvey and Vigorito
(2016, p. 28), who acknowledge that what they are describing is the subjective feeling of being
out of control, as opposed to behavior that is actually uncontrollable. The nuance of this
distinction may be lost in layperson discussions, and terms such as under-controlled or
diminished control might convey some of the missing elements of perception and choice (Reid,
2016). It is unlikely that any single term is ever going to be adequate or effective in describing
such a wide range of heterogeneous behaviors with complex, interacting motivations and effects.
These sexual behaviour problems may be indicative of other problems, or may simply be
symptoms of other issues. Numerous studies suggest that sex and pornography use are ways in
which males attempt to cope with negative emotions (e.g. Wright, 2012). A 2016 European study
of self-identified sex addicts found that 90% had a diagnosable psychiatric disorder, most
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commonly mood or anxiety disorders, and that 60% had at least one diagnosable paraphilic
disorder (Wery, et al., 2016). A common symptom of paraphilic disorders is extreme sexual
preoccupation and high levels of sexual behaviors, focused on interests other than physical
interaction with phenotypically normal, consenting and mature individuals. Unfortunately, this
sexual preoccupation and drive may be mislabelled as sexual addiction, without clinical
acknowledgment of the other sexual symptoms. In this chapter, I ultimately argue that it is the
job of treating clinicians to conceptualize these behaviors at deeper, richer levels than a single
term can capture. Sexuality is a heterogeneous, complex, highly over-determined behavior that
includes a bewildering, ever-evolving range of experiences and desires. A clinical or diagnostic
approach towards such varied phenomena must be equally complex. The effective and informed
sexual health clinician approaches these issues in an individualized manner which identifies and
addresses underlying mental health problems, sexual disorders, moral conflicts or relational
conflicts, which are contributing to the current reports of sex-related problems. Sexual behaviour
problems, which may lead to people seeking treatment, are best seen as symptoms of varied
problems or conflicts, rather than the problem itself.
It is important to attend to the sometimes extreme consequences and risks attributed to
sexual behaviour difficulties, ranging from exposure to sexually-transmitted infections, to
spending large amounts of money. Unfortunately, while evidence grows about the numbers of
people who feel distress over their sexual desires, there remains relatively little non-anecdotal
data about the prevalence and severity of such consequences in this group, compared to the
population at large. These findings suggest that, at this time, clinicians may be most effective by
directing clinical interventions towards the distress associated with difficulty controlling sexual
urges (Dickenson, Gleason, Coleman & Miner. 2018).
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Researching Subjective Difficulties with Sexual Self-Control
Those reporting difficulties controlling their sexual behaviors do not appear to engage in
more frequent sexual behaviors than others. Sex addicts are seen by others and by self-report as
having executive function deficits in areas such as impulsivity and self-control, particularly in
regards to their sexual behavior, though neuropsychological testing has revealed that sex addicts
may demonstrate no measurable problems in impulse control or executive functioning, and
laboratory research finds that sex addicts display no greater difficulty controlling their sexual
arousal (Reid et al., 2011; Winters, Christoff & Gorzalka, 2010).
Numerous studies have provided evidence that multiple variables contribute to reports of
problems with sexual self-control. Self-identification as addicted to pornography has been found
to be predicted by moral conflict and religiosity and not by levels of pornography consumed
(Grubbs et al., 2015a). Men labelled as hypersexual or sexually compulsive most often differ
from other highly sexual but untroubled men, by being religious, not heterosexual, viewing
pornography negatively and holding more negative attitudes about one’s own sexuality. The
frequency of sexual behaviors does not distinguish these men, from other non-disordered males
(Štulhofer, Jurin & Briken, 2015). There is no causal evidence indicating that sexual behaviors
result in neurological changes in the brain, as is seen in of the brain scans associated with
substance use disorders, and pre-existing neurologically-influenced traits such as libido and
sensation-seeking explain more of the variance in self-identified sex addicts’ behavior (Prause et
al., 2015; Steele et al., 2013).
The use of pornography, particularly via the Internet, has become a central focus of
discussions of sexual self-control problems. The ease of access to this material on the Internet
has been blamed for a rise in problematic use of pornography, though research suggests that
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variables such as affordability, access and anonymity do not explain variations in use of this
material (Byers, et al., 2004). There is a clinical and social assumption that pornography is
intrinsically different, in content and effect, from other forms of media and that it has
qualitatively and quantitatively unique effects. For instance, in studies which examine reports of
problematic use of pornography, “extreme” use of pornography has often been quantified as
daily use, and in one representative study, as a mere 17 minutes of pornography use a day, which
is far less than average consumption of other media such as television (Wordecha et al., 2018).
A unique, clinically relevant element to pornography use is that it is accompanied by
masturbation (Prause et al., 2015). Consumption of pornography typically ends when an
individual achieves an orgasm, more so in males (LoPresti & McGloin, 2018). Thus,
pornography use is best conceived of, as a tool to enhance or facilitate masturbation. Claims of
effects of pornography use are better framed as effects of masturbation to pornography, and
research finds that the links between pornography and relational happiness are best explained by
variance in masturbation, not pornography (Perry, 2018). This leads to the recommendation that
clinicians include a person’s attitudes towards masturbation in their formulation of an
individual’s problems related to pornography.
Griffin, et al. (2016) found that when men view their sexual behavior and desires as
incongruent with their morals, they are more likely to report under controlled problematic sexual
behaviors. Grubbs, Perry, Wilt and Reid (2018) published a meta-analysis of pornography
addiction research and concluded that the frequency of use of pornography itself does not predict
problems with this medium, but that an individual’s religiosity does. They suggest that
Pornography Problems due to Moral Incongruence (PPMI) appear to be the driving force in
many of the people who report dysregulated, uncontrollable, or problematic pornography use.
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Religiousness was significantly predictive of the moral incongruence these individuals felt with
their sexual behaviors, suggesting that religiosity and sexual moral conflicts are intrinsically
linked. The stronger the moral conflict an individual felt over their sexual behaviors, the higher
the level of difficulty they report feeling in attempts to control their sexual behaviors. Feeling
“out of control” of one’s sexual urges did not predict higher levels of sexual behavior or
pornography consumption, but did contribute to greater feelings of distress over these desires and
behaviors. Higher levels of moral conflict over ongoing pornography use predict higher levels of
stress, anxiety, depression, diminished sexual well-being, as well as religious and spiritual
struggles. In a separate study by Perry and Whitehead (2018), pornography use predicted
depression over a period of six years, but only in men who morally disapproved of porn use.
Efrati (2018) found that attempts by religious individuals to suppress sexual thoughts
actually led to an increase in these sexual thoughts. He suggested that when a religious individual
attempts to suppress their sexuality in order to be virtuous, it might, paradoxically, increase the
frequency and intensity of these sexual desires and thoughts. More religious individuals may
exert more effort in their sexual suppression, thus furthering the intensity of this rebound effect.
This spiralling problem may then result in feelings of dissatisfaction and dysphoria in life. Belief
in God and higher levels of religiosity may increase the degree to which individuals perceive
themselves as addicted to pornography, and seeing oneself as addicted to pornography predicts
greater levels of anger, low self-esteem, and anger towards God (Wilt, et al. 2016).
Clinically, these varied findings suggest that instead of assessing sexual behaviors or
pornography use in people who seek help for these issues, clinicians and therapists may be best
served by first assessing a person’s religiosity and their moral attitudes about sex, pornography
and masturbation. In therapy, instead of trying to change people’s porn use patterns, clinicians
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may be more effective through increasing self-awareness of this moral conflict and helping
patients to make their values and behavior congruent. Conflict between morality and sexual
behavior may be resolved by changing one’s sexual behavior or by changing one’s values or
simply by helping people become conscious and mindful of this internal conflict. Helping people
to consciously examine and consider their religious beliefs about sex, masturbation and porn,
with modern, adult, self-determining eyes, may help them reduce the pain and suffering caused
by this moral conflict. It may be normal for people who are younger and struggling in life to also
struggle with managing and accommodating their sexual desires. Rather than suppressing a
person’s sexuality, a sound clinical strategy may simply be to let time do its work, while the
clinician focuses on assisting the patient in improving their life as a whole, developing and
enhancing coping skills, personal resources and problem-solving strategies.
Simply assuming the validity of a patient’s self-report that they “feel” that they cannot
control their sexual behavior is not supported by research, and is not conducive to effective
treatment. Braun-Harvey and Vigorito cleverly depict this, saying: "We often illustrate this
dilemma with a medical parallel. A patient walks into his doctor’s office and says “Doc, I have
cancer.” And the doctor says, “Well, at least we don’t have to run all those tests. Let’s start
treatment.” (p. 57) A Swedish study (Oberg, Hallberg, Kaldo, Dhejne, & Arve, 2017) found only
50% of a small sample of people who self-identified as having “hypersexual disorder” actually
met the criteria which had been developed for this proposed diagnosis. Similarly, urologists have
described that young males who present for treatment with the self-diagnosis of pornography
addiction can be challenging patients, resistant to addressing underlying emotional issues or
exploring alternative approaches recommended by the clinician (Reed-Maldonado & Lue, 2016).
Unfortunately, disagreeing with the patients’ self-diagnosis may result in treatment rejection and
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patient’s “shopping” for a clinician who will support their self-diagnosis. Clinical skepticism in
these areas is valuable, so long as it is framed within a caring, empathic and supportive
framework.
Compulsive Sexual Behavior Disorder in ICD-11
In 2018, working groups of the World Health Organization proposed inclusion of
Compulsive Sexual Behavior Disorder (CSBD) in the 11th edition of the International
Classification of Disease (Kraus, et al 2018). The ICD is the international coding manual, of
diagnosis labels and associated diagnostic codes. ICD-10 includes a diagnosis of “Excessive
Sexual Drive,” code F52.7, which is subdivided into “Nymphomania” and “Satyriasis.”
Nymphomania and Satyriasis are antiquated terms no longer accepted as useful or valid
diagnoses in most developed health systems, due in part to the long history of sexism and racism
embedded in these constructs. Excessive Sexual Drive in ICD-10 does not give a benchmark for
determining what is “excessive.” The proposed CSBD diagnosis includes greater levels of detail,
and is suggested for inclusion as an Impulse Control Disorder, not as an addiction. There is
general professional agreement that there is not yet definitive information or data to support the
notion that sexuality can be addictive, with similar processes to drugs. (APA 2013, p. 481;
Kraus, et al., 2018).
In the CSBD diagnostic description, WHO effectively excluded a significant
majority of those who self-diagnose or are in treatment with reports that they cannot control
their sexual behaviors. By excluding those people struggling with primary moral conflicts;
mood disorders; paraphilic disorders; adolescents, and those who self-identify as having
problems due to sex but show no impaired control (such as individuals who self-identify as
sexual addicts when their sexual behavior become public and result in scandal or
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consequences) they've potentially ruled out many of the people currently seeking treatment
as sex addicts. No research currently offers clarity as to the number or type of individuals
who will still warrant this diagnosis after accurate application of these exclusions.
The WHO decision to adopt CSBD may have little impact in the United States, for many
years to come. It is likely that the US won't adopt ICD-11 before 2025, without specific
legislation (Berglund, 2018). As a result, the CSBD diagnosis will not be billable or formally
diagnosable in the US healthcare system for many years, and additional research may further
inform that decision. When countries do implement new editions of the ICD, they sometimes do
so selectively. In Sweden and Finland, diagnostic codes for paraphilias such as Sadism or
Masochism were excluded, based on concerns that the diagnoses were stigmatizing, and reflected
moral judgments rather than medical ones (Nitschke, Mokros, Osterheider & Marshall, 2012).
Applications to Sex Therapy
Given this volume of information and research about the various complex issues,
which underlie patients reporting (or being described as) feeling out of control of their
sexual behavior and desires, treatment must be guided by a thorough and holistic
assessment. Simply because an individual describes their sexual desires or behavior as
uncontrollable, or blames personal or psychological problems on their sexuality, does not
necessarily mean that we as clinicians should assume this self-diagnosis accurate nor render
treatment based on this subjective self-report. Attempting to distill all of the above research
and history into assessment guidelines, the sex therapist must complete a thorough
evaluation, exploring religiosity, moral conflict, mental health, comorbid sexual disorders,
sexual satisfaction, sexual orientation, medical history, and the social context of the reported
sexual problems. Not all of these components will necessarily result in a clinical diagnosis.
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As Braun-Harvey and Vigorito (2016) argue, clinicians must consider the possibility that
patients sometime seek treatment for behaviors which are actually healthy, and are
problematic only because of a conflict, either within the individual or their environment. It
is not the role of healthcare to “fix” a condition or behavior, which is healthy. Sexuality is
an overwhelmingly positive, beneficial and healthy human behavior. Sexual frequency is
associated with a long list of health benefits, including improved cardiac and prostate
function, improved relationship quality, increased life satisfaction, and even longevity. Even
pornography use is associated with increased knowledge of sexual anatomy, increased
sexual novelty within relationships, is experienced as overwhelmingly positive in subjective
reports, and is even associated with decreased rates of sexual violence within societies. (see
Whipple, 2007 for benefits of sexual expression.) The following research demonstrates
personal and social benefits of pornography exposure to sex (Hesse & Pedersen, 2017;
Diamond, 2009; Hald and Malamuth, 2008; Kohut, Baer and Watts, 2016; Ley, Prause, &
Finn, 2016; McKee, 2007; Štulhofer, Busko & Landripet, 2010; Watson & Smith, 2012).
Clinicians faced with patients reporting problems related to sexuality, reports of
problematic high-frequency sexual behavior, and subjective experiences of loss/lack of control of
ones’ sexual desires or behavior must then ask a core question: Why is a typically healthy
behavior associated with problems in this specific individual? This forces the clinician to begin
to approach these issues without an assumption of homogeneity, and with a curious, inquisitive,
data-driven strategy in order to identify the underlying causes, conflicts and contextual elements
which may explain this effect and thus guide treatment.
There are currently no well-normed, well-designed and well-researched assessment
instruments that have reached a level of sufficient validity to formally recommend a
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clinician adopt them in standard practice. Screening instruments commonly available online
in this area may create more rigidity in a patient’s self-diagnosis. In my clinical practice
with such patients and self-reported problems, I have commonly employed, a variety of
clinical instruments assessing issues such as: mood and depression; medical symptoms;
sexual sensation seeking; personality characteristics; sexual attitudes and values, and sexual
satisfaction. There are measures used in research, and available for free, which assess
consequences related to sexual behaviors, and hypersexual behaviors, though these
measures are limited by basis upon self-report by individuals who are currently
experiencing distress. Any of these assessment strategies may be helpful in developing an
intervention approach which seeks to increase a person’s insight into their sexual conflicts,
and which may decrease their feelings of sexual dyscontrol. These interventions must often
include psychoeducational components around sexuality, consistent with the educational
foundation of the sex therapy PLISSIT Model (Taylor & Davis, 2007).
Assisting in Resolving Sexual-Moral Conflicts
Religiosity is, according to extant research, the best predictor of a moral conflict over
sexuality. Sadly, when people within religious communities seek help for their sexual concerns,
they are often encouraged to suppress or “battle” their sexuality, or sent to treatments such as sex
or porn addiction programs, where their sexual desires are portrayed as a form of sickness, and
the concepts of sexual purity are idealized (Shermer Sellers, 2017). These approaches to sexual
experiences and feelings may create a feedback loop of shame, guilt and self-hatred, which, at
the least, exacerbate sexual difficulties, or at worst, are the true root of reports of sexual selfcontrol difficulties.
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Sexual shame is an internalized feeling that ones’ sexuality and erotic desires are
abnormal and disgusting, and results from interactions with ones’ culture, relationships, and selfjudgment (Clark, 2017). People can overcome sexual shame in their lives, without abandoning
their religious values and beliefs. Schermer Sellers (2017) suggests ways to assist people develop
a new sexual ethic, resolving moral conflicts over sexuality through intentionally developing
alternative sexual values. She identifies the core need to help religious people create a new, selfdetermined moral framework for their sexuality, one that they choose and develop as adults,
which focuses on intentionality, authenticity, consent, honesty and mutuality. This approach
assists people struggling with sexual shame to overcome it, not by rejecting themselves, but
instead, by deciding who and how they want to be sexual, from a place of information rather than
ignorance. Offering sexual education about the range of human sexuality, sexual diversity, and
acknowledging struggles that conservative religions have with sexuality in the world, are ways to
empower people to begin making their own decisions about how to integrate their sexual selves,
with their spiritual selves. It is only when a person accepts their sexuality as an aspect of
themselves, and not something that is external to them, that a person can truly begin to heal from
sexual shame. Then, and only then, can they evaluate their sexuality from a position that supports
their own health, in a way that promotes healthy sexual values, in their lives, relationships, and
even their soul.
It is factors involving moral incongruity or sexual satisfaction, not excessive sexual
behavior itself, that contribute significantly to the experience of feeling that one’s sexuality is out
of control or problematic. Attending to these conflicts must become a central component of a
treatment approach for reported difficulties with sexual self-control. An informed clinical
approach to the subjective experiences of lack of control is to assist the patient in recognizing
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that feeling out of control is not the same thing as being out of control (Klein, 2012). This then
helps to begin separating the sexual behaviour from the feelings about the behavior, and to begin
examining the origins and experiences of those feelings, which often directs back to underlying
moral or religious conflicts.
Clinically, therapists can help people through application of mindfulness techniques,
values sorting exercises, anxiety and mood treatment, motivational interviewing, education and
moral exploration. The conflict here is not the sex itself, though sexual behaviors are often a
distracting and tempting target. The problem is that people choose to explore or experience
sexuality without ever exploring or resolving their negative moral feelings towards the sex they
desire or enjoy. Many religious people simply haven't been prepared with language or ways to
understand and explore this conflict, without encountering shame, condemnation or rejection.
Unfortunately, exploring this internal conflict can be difficult. In the experience of myself
and many other therapists, many people may be reluctant to explore the idea that their sexual
problems stem from a religious-sexual conflict. This resistance may lie in the patient themselves,
or in their family, spouse or religious community. Unfortunately, like so many modern issues,
the more contradicting evidence we present, the stronger a person’s opposition may become. It is
best framed as an invitation to a patient to explore and discuss how their sexual values can be
consciously and mindfully applied to their understanding of their sexual expression.
Clinical Interventions for Subjective Self-Control Difficulties
As described throughout this chapter, there is a paucity of research examining the
effectiveness of treatments for self-reported difficulties with sexual self-control. Effective
healthcare treatments should ideally be guided and informed by evidence and research, and must
adapt and change as information grows. This facilitates better outcomes, prevents potential
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harms, increases the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of services, and is an ethical requirement
of licensed practitioners. Unfortunately, this is an area where there has been extremely little
research, due largely to the stigma associated with sexual problems, and with the previously
unchallenged dominance of the sexual addiction model. However, with increased attention to the
issues described in this chapter the focus of research is beginning to change.
Cognitive behavior therapies with individuals who are identified as hypersexual have
shown some evidence for success (Hallberg, et al. 2017) Cognitive behavioral therapy, with its
attention to harm reduction, reinforcement, planning, and cognitive distortions offers, in my
opinion, some of the most hopeful interventions for addressing sexual problems, by assisting the
individual in reframing this problem as a behaviour, as opposed to a character flaw. Challenging
cognitive distortions around sexual behaviour offers opportunity to see the behaviors in different
ways, and to create opportunities for change, in behaviour and attitudes
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) (Hayes & Strosahl, 2004) and the
strategies of Motivational Interviewing (Rollnick & Miller 1995) offer compelling approaches to
help patients recognize the ways in which their distress is related to their struggles to control
their inner lives, thoughts, feelings and desires. In these models, clinicians help patients
acknowledge that their efforts to control a behavior may worsen their distress, and be less
effective than enhancing commitment and motivation towards change. These approaches offer
potential clinical value through their non-judgmental approach to the behavior, such as sex, and
their strategies for acknowledging the complex values and motivations that underlie complex
behavior.
The approaches above stand in sharp contrast to 12-Step groups, which utilize a core
addiction model, based upon an assumption of disease and pathology, and was originally
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designed to provide help to individuals struggling with drug and alcohol problems. This model
has proliferated into a variety of non-substance related problems though no current research
supports the effectiveness of 12-Step approaches for sexuality issues. 12-Step groups are
inherently based on spirituality, and non-religious patients may find these groups uncomfortable.
There are many different sexuality-focused 12-Step groups, and some have explicit heterosexual
and monogamy-based expectations which LGBTQ patients may experience as shaming and
harmful. Unfortunately, in many areas of the country, patients may not have access to different
groups nor an ability to select ones with which they may encounter fewer difficulties. Clinicians
may do well to educate patients about these issues to support informed choices.
There are increasing references in clinical literature to the use of psychotropic
medications to treat sexual behavior problems (Efrati & Gola, 2018). These include the use of
anti-depressants such as SSRI’s or other centrally acting medications, which may sometimes
help in in reducing urges to engage in sexual behavior. The cost/ benefit analysis of side effects
will need to be discussed in treatment. Most of these medications are used “off-label” or not
designed specifically for distressing sexual symptoms. When used to treat underlying disorders,
they may be appropriate. Application of these pharmaceutical treatments, in the absence of a
thorough assessment to identify the complex factors contributing to self-reported sexual control
difficulties, is fraught with ethical and clinical concerns.

Case Descriptions
I find it effective to illustrate a nuanced, sexual health-informed approach through offering case
examples. The below descriptions offer snapshots of the individualized, strengths-based strategy
for which I advocate.
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Jerry: Jerry was a 32 year-old male who came to me for treatment, self-identifying with concerns
that he was addicted to porn. His wife suggested he seek treatment, as she was upset at him
choosing to masturbate to porn, rather than have sex with her. This is, in fact, a common report
and issue identified in much literature. However, this case involved many more factors, as
opposed to just porn. For instance, further assessment identified that Jerry and his wife worked
different shifts; Jerry during the day, and his wife at night. When his wife came home from work,
interested in sex, Jerry was in bed, tired, needing sleep for the next day. They’d never
communicated or negotiated about scheduling sex to accommodate their work schedule. Jerry
and his wife were also distressed that he sometimes lost his erection during sex, though he shared
he had no difficulties during masturbation to porn. This, clinically, led us to acknowledge a
significant physical health issue: both Jerry and his wife were clinically obese. Missionary-style
sex, his wife’s preferred position, was extremely physically challenging for Jerry. Better
nutrition, health and exercise, as well as permission and encouragement to explore other sexual
positions which might accommodate their bodies, helped the couple to experience more
pleasurable sex with decreased erectile concerns. Finally, I helped Jerry and his wife discuss how
frequently each was interested in sex. While Jerry was interested in sex 3-4 times a week, his
wife was interested in sex about twice a week. They negotiated a discussion, which they’d never
had previously, which led to a mutual agreement about the frequency of sex and masturbation,
leading ultimately to successful resolution of treatment.
Roger: Roger was 53 year-old male who was referred to me, having been diagnosed as a
sex addict by his wife, two former therapists and their pastor. Roger had been married to his
wife, his only marriage, since they were in their early twenties, having married in 1987, at a time
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when both were afraid of contracting HIV, particularly Roger who had a history of same-sex
behaviors. Throughout their marriage, Roger struggled with infidelity and control of his sexual
behaviors. He’d been caught multiple times engaging in casual sex through personals ads, going
to adult bookstores and engaging in unprotected sex with other males, and had recently lost his
job, caught viewing pornography at work. Roger had very high levels of depression and sadness,
feeling extraordinary levels of shame over his inability to control his sexual desires and had
contemplated suicide on multiple occasions. During our first session, I asked Roger what kind of
pornography he was caught watching, and he described that it was gay porn. In fact, all of the
sexual behaviors reported by Roger, identified as evidence of his sex addiction, were with other
men. With education and assistance, Roger identified in therapy that he was a bisexual male,
who was, at this time in his life, more interested in sex with other men, than with women. But,
Roger was not at all interested in a romantic relationship with other men, and was only interested
in a loving, romantic connection with his wife. However, throughout their marriage, Roger’s
wife had shamed and punished him, whenever she became aware of him being interested in other
men. Our therapy then shifted direction from his past treatments, from attempting to control or
change Roger’s behaviour, to helping him to acknowledge and accept his bisexuality, and to see
his sexual thoughts towards males as a normal and healthy part of his identity. We used cognitive
behavioural strategies to address Roger’s depression, increasing his exercise, self-care and
attention to the ways in which he thought about himself and his sexuality. As we did so, Roger
gained increased feelings of self-control over these sexual thoughts and desires, as he accepted
them, as opposed to attempting to suppress and eradicate them. Roger was still a person in a
mixed-orientation marriage, faced with the contemplation of infidelity, attempting to negotiate a
consensually non-monogamous relationship, or ending the marriage. These were complex,
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challenging issues for him to wrestle with, which had gone unacknowledged due to a focus on
controlling his sexual behaviors. In our last session, Roger described to me, “I used to pray to
God to take away these sexual thoughts, and now I’m thanking Him, for making me a more
complex person with the capacity for a greater, richer experience of life and love.”
Adrian: Adrian was a 56 year-old male who sought treatment following approximately twelve
years of attending sex addiction 12-step programs, as well as multiple treatment episodes in
intensive outpatient treatment for sex addiction at programs in Los Angeles. Adrian sought
treatment from me, describing that despite many years of sex addiction treatment, he didn’t feel
it was working and he was still struggling with his sexual behaviors. Adrian saw me “in secret”
from his wife, because he worried that if she searched my name, she would learn of my
opposition to the concept of sex addiction, a concept that she very strongly embraced. Adrian
was a financial/banking executive, married for 25 years with no children. Starting around 15
years ago, he began secretly visiting massage parlors where he engaged in sexual encounters, and
also engaged in multiple affairs. He had a history of several sexually transmitted infections, at
least one of which he had also passed to his wife. Each time these behaviors were revealed, he
returned to sex addiction treatment, largely to appease his wife and maintain his marriage. In
therapy, he described that he did not feel he was addicted to sex, though he used that language in
treatment and in groups, in order to avoid being labelled as “resistant.” During treatment, we
focused on identifying the varied functions and rewards of these sexual behaviors. Adrian felt
significant insecurity about his wealth, and felt more comfortable in lower economic settings,
which were more consistent with his upbringing in poverty. Similarly, he felt insecure with his
wife, threatened by her wealthier upbringing, education and status. Though he had a high libido
and interest in sex, sex with his wife had decreased significantly over the past ten years, with the
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couple averaging sex about once a month. He felt unable to confront or argue with his wife, but
felt more power over her, when he engaged in secret infidelities. Adrian had no hobbies, and few
areas in his life where he took care of himself, or allowed himself to feel rewarded. Treatment
focused on helping Adrian to increase self-care activities other than sexuality, as well as
education and role-play to help him practice communication with his wife. The couple was
referred to marital therapy, but his wife refused, perceiving these issues as solely Adrian’s
problems. In therapy, Adrian discussed divorce, but decided that he was unwilling to lose his
wife and their marriage. We then explored ways in which he could express his anger and feelings
of powerlessness in a manner other than risking his own health and physical safety. Adrian was
surprised, and confronted me once in therapy, “Aren’t you supposed to make me stop cheating
on my wife?” he asked. “I wasn’t aware that infidelity was a mental disease, “ I replied. “The job
of therapy is to help you have the resources and skills to make the best decisions, for you. I think
there are ways you CAN make better decisions, but it’s not my job to tell you what those
decisions should be.” Though he continued to visit massage parlors about once a month, he
began taking and using condoms, and acknowledged that his choice to seek these encounters was
intentional and volitional. On one occasion, towards the end of our treatment, Adrian reported
that he had recently gone to a massage parlor, but before getting out of his car, had “gone
through my inventory,” reviewing all the various emotional functions of these experiences, and
“checked in” with himself. Adrian laughed that he spent so much time on this process, that he
ran out of time to go into the establishment, but that he had realized he felt okay with himself at
that moment, if he did or didn’t complete the behavior. Adrian and his wife moved shortly
thereafter, as he took a promotion to a higher position in a northeast city. He requested a referral
to a new therapist, one who also didn’t subscribe to the addiction model.
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Carlos: Carlos, a 31 year-old male, referred for treatment while on probation for numerous drugrelated criminal charges, mostly involving methamphetamine. Carlos was a gay male and
disclosed that he was HIV positive, though he was currently on retroviral treatment. During
assessment, Carlos self-described as a sex and porn addict, reporting that he didn’t feel he could
control his sexual behaviors. During intake, he was diagnosed with borderline personality
disorder and substance use disorder. Carlos was first referred into substance use intensive
outpatient treatment, but after numerous instances in group therapy where he engaged in
unprovoked verbal attacks on other patients and instigated arguments, he was referred to
individual therapy. In therapy with me, Carlos admitted that he enjoyed stirring everyone up, “so
they feel like I do.” Carlos was living in a sober group home, and wanted to focus in therapy on
ways in which he felt he’d been mistreated by fellow residents, who were angry at him for
engaging in disruptive an manipulative behaviors. Carlos shared that when there was “drama
around, it makes me feel like when I am high.” Carlos disclosed that, when high, he often
engaged in unprotected sex with partners who were unaware of his HIV status, but simply said
“they know the risks.” In therapy, Carlos was extremely animated, delighted to recount tales of
the interpersonal conflicts that swirled around him. Though Carlos initially agreed in therapy to
attempt to work on reducing this “drama,” in order to pursue healthier relationships and
sexuality, he became angry when therapy focused on behavioural interventions to address these
conflicts, as opposed to reinforcement of his emotional reactions. Carlos was ejected from his
group home, due to a physical conflict with another resident. In therapy afterwards, he
acknowledged that he had provoked the fight, because he had been bored and irritated with
housemates, but that he didn’t feel he deserved to be ejected. Eventually, after several such
episodes, Carlos was discharged unsuccessfully from treatment, and referred for treatment for
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borderline personality, though he refused to attend this treatment. This case illustrates what
certainly some might call sex addiction. Nonetheless, his also demonstrated the need to always
stir up drama based on his borderline personality disorder and substance abuse. His rejection of
treatment for these problems would lead to a poor diagnosis and simply saying he was a sex
addict was more acceptable than dealing with the deeper issues.
Conclusion
It is critically important to recognize that healthcare, including mental health and sex
therapy treatment, can do great harm when we allow treatment to be based on morality rather
than science. The historical approach to what has been defined by self or others as uncontrollable
sexual behavior represents the intrusion of moral judgment and lack of sexually informed
approaches. Self-report of difficulties with control of sexual behaviour should not be taken at
face value. The report of sexual dyscontrol is not equivalent to objective evidence of impaired
sexual self-control. Accepting a patient’s statement that their behavior is uncontrollable, and
joining with the patient to suppress their sexual behaviors, could create social and personal harm,
without adequate evidence that these harms are counterbalanced by personal or social benefit.
Though there can be significant personal and health risks to uncontrolled sexual behaviors, it
appears at this time that effective interventions to reduce these risks involves treating underlying
mental health disorder, substance use disorders and addressing unresolved moral and relational
conflicts.
Subjective report of sexual self-control difficulties is clinically important, insofar as the
clinician utilizes this disclosure to guide further inquiry. Many individuals with varied causes,
etiologies, motivations and sexual behaviors, may identify sexual dyscontrol in treatment. This
complex heterogeneity is critical to address and conceptualize, in order to most effectively and
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ethically approach these matters. Treatment and diagnostic approaches that do not consider the
complexity and diversity of sexuality run the risk of inadvertent pathologization, and may
perpetuate cycles of sexual shame. Sexual shame, arising from unaddressed moral conflicts
between religious sexual prohibitions and sexual desires, contributes greatly to perceptions of
sexual self-control difficulties, and interferes with behavioral change. Similarly, self-control
difficulties may emerge from other problems involving relational sexual satisfaction,
psychological, medical or sexual disorders. Sexual self-control problems are best perceived as
symptomatic of underlying conflicts and the effective sex therapist works to assist patients in
understanding, recognizing and addressing these conflicts.
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